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Assorted Todhunters

Assorted Johnsons

Assorted Daveys

Odds and Ends
Best wishes to John Brewer who has been unwell of late.
A couple of Newsletters ago I mentioned the event which Martyn and Sue Roome put on for the Women’s Institute
in Williamson’s Park. There were 24 controls and 60 minutes to get as many controls as the various groups could
manage. They all set off walking at a leisurely pace and I felt that the winning score might be something like 16
controls. Much to my surprise, one of the groups got all the controls with time to spare. We noted at the time
that one member of the group appeared to be younger than the others. It seems that she was indeed the
daughter of a WI member (and not a WI member herself) and that she had sprinted up and down the hills on
behalf of her group (they were all supposed to stay together). Nothing was said as her group collected their prize
but apparently all of the WI members knew who she was and were furious. Clearly the WI involves a bit more than
jam making.
With Alex Finch mapping Leighton Hall Estate (I assumed for the first time) I notice from the Chairman’s report
for the 1968 AGM that he says that the club had organised two “major events”. One of these, on 21st April, was at
Leighton Hall, the Organisers being Ken Brooks and Tony Simpkins. Do any of our older members have a copy of
the map and the course?
The Lancaster and District Schools League is now well underway with 11 Primary and three Secondary schools
taking part. At the time of writing the leaders are Christchurch (Primary) and LRGS (Secondary).

Happy Mount Park / Williamson’s Park (Autumn Series)
56 people (mainly juniors) ran around Happy Mount Park. This was less than the first event there earlier in the
year but being in the autumn with less sunny weather, this was to be expected. However, great enthusiasm was
expressed by many of the runners and this sort of event may well help to recruit new members.
The second event in the Autumn Series was at Williamsons Park in Lancaster and attracted 91 entrants. Most of
these were youngsters, which is very encouraging.


Event Nomenclature
Do you remember when we had Badge Events? Then they became Regional Events. After that events were
classified into 4 levels labelled A, B, C and D.
Not anymore. DCBA is about to become Local, Regional, National and Major. The fact that in the days when we
previously had Regional events they corresponded to the present level B events, whilst the new use of the word
Regional relates to level C events, simply demonstrates the inability of BOF to come up with an unambiguous name.


CompassSport Trophy
The final was put on by Devon OC about 10 miles north of Plymouth. The travelling distance involved meant that we would be unlikely to be
able to field a strong team.
We ended up in 10th place out of 12, with 914 pts. However, we only had runners on 7 of the 11 courses. If we had had runners on the other
(mainly junior) courses and they had performed as well as the runners that we did have, then we might have won.
Good performances on their respective courses by Quentin Harding (1 st), Julian Lailey (1st), Iain Embrey (3rd) and Mary Ockenden (4th).

CompassSport Club Rankings
Following his listing of the individual rankings, Dave Nevell has now produced his Club Rankings list for 2017.
SROC has moved up one place to 5th (out of 81) with 52 ranked runners averaging 7319 points. Scotland dominates the
top of the list with EUOC, INT and FVO in the top three places. WAROC seem to have disappeared from the list
presumably because they don’t have the 10 required ranked runners.
In the Associations list NWOA is second. Scotland again tops the list with SOA in first place.


OMM
The Original Mountain Marathon was held in the Langdales with bad weather on the Saturday but rather better conditions
on the Sunday.
Things do not always go well at these events as Rowena’s article (later in the Newsletter) illustrates.

However, congratulations to Zoe and Quentin Harding who came 1st on the A-course and also to Iain Embrey and John
Ockenden in second place.
On the Short Score Susan Brown and Sue Harding came 18th overall (out of 166) and were 6th vets.


SLMM
At the Saunders Lakeland Mountain Marathon Karen Nash was the first female vet in the Klets class and John and Jo Taylor were the first
Mixed Vets in the Harter class. Congratulations to them.


ISOM 2017
The maps which you have been using recently have been drawn using the ISOM2000 specifications. In March this year IOF approved a new
version of these specifications (ISOM 2017). If you read Alex Finch’s article in the last Newsletter you will already be aware of this.
IOF had a number of “goals” when producing the new version. These included higher precision, more consistency (especially with green
areas), restricting the use of individual symbols that are part of area symbols (e.g. broken ground, stony ground) and adapting colours in line
with developments in print technology.
There are a large number of changes (listed on the IOF website) but you probably won’t notice many of them. There are some changes to
line thicknesses and some symbols have gone (e.g. cave, grave, firing range). However, there are some new symbols. I particularly like the
gigantic boulder symbol. That ought to be a bit easier to spot.
Many of the changes relate to urban (street) orienteering.
My expectation is that we will be running on a mixture of ISOM2000 and ISOM2017 maps for some time to come.


NORTH WEST ORIENTEERING ASSOCIATION
COLOUR BADGES
The NW are re launching their Colour Badge Scheme, which recognises the progression of
Orienteers through the colour-coded courses from WHITE to LIGHT GREEN.
This is a scheme of awarding Colour Badges at Orienteering Events. It is primarily for
newcomers of all ages (although you don’t have to be a newcomer to qualify).
Beginners in Orienteering are welcome to any events - you will always find people willing
to help, and advise you on which coloured course to enter.
The ideal for Juniors is to begin by entering a WHITE course where the
controls are on paths, then progress through to a YELLOW, ORANGE and
eventually a LIGHT GREEN course. Adult newcomers may like to start on a
YELLOW or ORANGE course.
To qualify for your Colour Badge you must achieve colour standard in the
same colour course at three different events (apart from White - see
below).

To achieve the standard your finishing time must be either the winner's time + 50 % or you must
be in the top half of the finishers. The requirement for the White Badge is simply that you
complete a WHITE course (at 3 events).

The Colour Standards for the event will be published with the results.
Note that the SROC Colour Badge scheme is looked after by Martyn and Sue Roome so let them
know if you think that you qualify for a badge.


A few SROC faces :
Philip Gager

Matt

John Brewer

Matt Cochrane

Paul Ferguson

North West Happenings
A remarkable performance by two of the DEE juniors in the Peter Palmer Relays at Sutton Park in Birmingham.
This is an annual event for teams of 6 or 8 juniors starting in the early hours of the morning.
The DEE team (6 runners required) found themselves with just two, Anna Harris and Connor Smith. With 6 legs to
run they ran in turn, each doing 3 legs. Anna ran a total of over 15 km and Connor over 20km.
Remarkably, after almost 4 hours running their time would have put them in 5th place (out of 25) only three mins
behind third place.
Unfortunately they were deemed non-competitive. The reason that they had to be non-comp is presumably that
many of the controls would have been common to a lot of the courses. Many years ago in the British Relays I got
back from my run and was asked by Keith Hulme, the match captain, if I could run another leg for a team that was
short of a runner. The team was non-comp but off I went. At the end of the day I had registered the third
fastest time for my course, despite being very tired when I set off. The reason that I did so well was that most
of the controls were ones that I had already been to and it is amazing how fast you can go when you know exactly
where the controls are.
It is just a name but NWOA started out in the 60s as the Northern Orienteering Association, became the North
Western Orienteering Association in the 70s and then the North West Orienteering Association a little later. Not
everyone changes their name, of course. West Cumberland OC stayed the same even though Cumberland doesn’t
exist as a county any more.
I was, however, disappointed when the Mole Valley Map and Compass Foot Racing Society shortened their name to
Mole Valley OC a few years ago.
Mark Edwards has been voted on to the Executive Committee of the NWOA, thus maintaining two SROC members
(out of 5, I am the other SROC member) despite the resignation of Miriam Rosen (who now spends much of her
time in London).

At the NW AGM the election of officers saw Richard Tiley of LOC come to the end of his term of office. He has
worked tremendously hard, not least in organising this year’s British Championships. The new Chairman is Dave
McCann of MDOC with Steve Round (SELOC) remaining as Treasurer and your Editor as Secretary.


A Brush with Hypothermia
by Rowena Browne
As we drove over Honister, past the slate mine and down to Buttermere, I could not avoid memories of another occasion I had been
here, walking/battling up from Buttermere back to Borrowdale on the weekend of the infamous Borrowdale OMM. The conditions
today were similar but not as extreme as that other event.
I was in a large car squeezed in beside several others being ferried back to Buttermere on the occasion of the Lake District mountain
trial 2017.
The day had started down at Buttermere in the same barn we had finished the Borrowdale OMM which was a sanctuary today from
the rain and wind. Surely they will put us on the bad weather courses we all thought. But that was not the decision. The event, for
those who do not know, is a navigational course over a larger area than an orienteering event with a map scale of 1:40000 and a choice
of 3 different courses.
I came in a car with one of us on each course, Julian Lailey on the short, me on the medium and Quentin on the classic. We all set off
up the hillside to the north of Buttermere, battled the wind and rain coming down to Honister before continuing. I had considered
retiring at Honister but I was not too cold and not injured so I thought I might as well carry on. I had only done 2 controls out of 7 but
had already been out over 2 hours. So I put on hat and gloves and soon after overtrousers on my way to controls 3 and 4. Arriving at
the 4th control I was told to punch and then speak to the marshall who informed me that the event had been cancelled and I was to
make my way down to Seatoller from where I would get a lift back to the event centre. I was not too upset as I had not been relishing
the prospect of fighting the wind around Great Gable to a control near the top of Kirkfell. So I did as I was told and that is how I

ended up in the car squeezed between several fellow competitors being driven back to the starting point at Buttermere.
Back at base it transpired that the classic course had also been halted at their control 5 whereas the short course was allowed to
complete. Having got into dry clothes I headed to the barn where I met Sue Harding fresh from her walk over some Wainwrights who
informed me that neither Quentin nor Julian were back. I ate some food and shortly after Quentin appeared, also having been
transported back to base. Julian however was still missing. Kevin Latham reported having seen Julian at the penultimate control at
12.55. By now it was 4 o'clock and there was still no sign of him. We were all becoming very concerned.
Just after calling mountain rescue Julian stumbled in to the finish. How relieved we all were. I have never seen anyone so
hypothermic. We sat him down, found his bag of dry clothes from the car and without ceremony, stripped him of all his clothes and
redressed him in dry kit. He was shaking all over and could not get much hot tea down as a result. Nor could he manage the hot food.
Still he was safe. We soon bundled him into the car with the heating on full blast and let him sleep the journey home while Sue drove
his car.
The story of what happened out on the fell is salutary to us all. Julian had been running extremely well as his splits up the penultimate
control testify. However he admits that he had been gradually cooling right down and had become extremely cold. At the penultimate
control, he became disorientated and although knowing and seeing Buttermere and sort of knowing where to go, he actually was
disorientated and found himself going in the opposite direction! He also lost his balance so that he was stumbling all over the place.
Progress was painfully slow and difficult. What would have happened if he had not happened to come across David Rosen, I dread to
think. David was also competing on the short course and he did know where he was going. Even so the two of them took an extremely
long time to get down off the fell.
What a day. Even arriving at the Hardings’ place, Julian was still unsteady as he got out of the car so I drove back to my place before
leaving Julian to drive the short distance home. The next two days he could not stop hiccupping and a week later he was still not fully
recovered at the Dales trophy weekend. Something like that takes a lot out of you.
A big thank you to David and Miriam, organisers of the mountain trial for all their hard work in putting the event on and especially to
David for rescuing Julian.
For more information on hypothermia and its effect on the body see this article by the Fell Runners Association
http://fellrunner.org.uk/pdf/FRA_Hypothermia.pdf


Readers may have seen the flyer for next year’s Lakes 5-Days, but if not the important bits are
shown below, so make a note in your diaries. SROC are running Day 2 (Mon. 30th July) at Angle
Tarn Pikes.

I don’t usually advertise other Clubs’ events but I thought that I would mention this one. It is Angela
Whitworth’s 75th birthday.

CAKE IN THE CAR PARK
to celebrate the Organiser's 75th Birthday at Border Liners' next ORIENTEERING event on

Saturday NOVEMBER 18th
at Lowry Hill and Kingmoor Woods, Kingstown, North Carlisle CA3 0HE
Choose from a Menu of Courses:2 Urban CoursesLong 4km and Short 3km round Lowry Hill Housing Estate, a perimeter road with lots of cul-de-sacs joined by footpaths (for over 16s
only)

and
3 Rural Courses–
Classic Cross Country 4km, Pooter/Spanish Score 3km and a 45 Minute Score Course round Kingmoor Nature Reserve, a not-theBritish-Championships area much favoured by dog-walkers and with plenty of paths, brambles and mud

or
Run your choice of one of each - with a back-to-back map

All Welcome

For details of this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity,
visit BL Web-site http://www.bl-orienteering.org.uk/
or contact angela.whitworth@talktalk.net or 01228 53542



Fixtures
See www.SROC.org for details
Please note that the 50th Anniversary Street Event has been cancelled (or possibly postponed)

Autumn Series
Starts 12 – 1.30 £5/£2 + family rate
Sat 11 Nov Eaves Wood

Night Street League
60/75 min score events Starts 6.30 – 7.30 £3/£1
Wed 22 Nov Thornton Cleveleys
Wed 6 Dec Kirkham and Wesham
Wed 20 Dec Cottam
Wed 10 Jan Bolton North
Wed 24 Jan Darwen

Jan 1st New Year Cracker Eaves Wood
Sat 13th Jan Handicap and Social Leighton Hall

Next Newsletter: mid January. All contributions very welcome. Send to dick.collins@btinternet.com
Photos particularly welcome. Many thanks

